Security of information flowing through insecure network is becoming complicated with advent of internet and its usage. Encrypting information is one way of securing it from unauthorized access. This paper analyze techniques of exchanging key through which encryption is performed. We review the techniques on various parameters and find which technique is best suitable for use in mobile computers with limited processing power and battery capacity while efficiently working on wireless networks.
INTRODUCTION
As the technological advancements are made by mankind usage of various types of computer network is increasing. While communicating over insecure networks such as Internet increases achievement of secrecy, anonymity, and authentication are becoming more and more important requirements in order to avoid unauthorized access to information. When a client wants to get a service from server whatever messages that are exchanged between them should be secret. In order to maintain this secrecy schemes are built with session key and are protected so that their following messages can maintain this secrecy.
In our paper we do review of popular session key exchange algorithm. We find out how they work. We compare these algorithms on various criteria to check their strength and weaknesses. In the end we conclude which algorithm is most suitable for key exchange with mobile computers and give reason behind its selection. We also highlight future challenges in applying algorithm with mobile computers and suggest remedial technique.
The paper is divided into five sections. Section 1 is of introduction of the paper and topic. Section 2 describes protocols and their working. Section 3 consists of justification of criteria that we choose. In section 4 we compare the protocols in detail and also present a tabular summary of main points. Section 5 concludes paper giving summery of work done and outcome that we deduced at the end of reviewing protocols.
PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION
Here we provide brief details on working of various protocols. Following is table of symbols that we have used.
Table1. Description of symbols used in describing
protocols. 
Symbol Description

Oatway-Ress protocol
This protocol is designed for use on insecure networks. It allows individuals communicating over such a network to prove their identity to each other while also preventing eavesdropping or replay attacks and allowing for the detection of modification. This protocol uses symmetric cryptography [3] . Working of protocol is described in following steps:
( 
Yahalom
In this protocol, both Alice and Bob share a secret key with Trent [2] . Working of protocol is described in following steps:
(1) Alice concatenates her name and a random number, and sends it to Bob. A,RA (2)Bob concatenates Alice's name, Alice's random number, his own random number, and encrypts it with the key he shares with Trent. He sends this to Trent, along with his name. B,EB(A,RA,RB) (3)Trent generates two messages. The first consists of Bob's name, a random session key, Alice's random number, and Bob's random number, all encrypted with the key he shares with Alice. The second consists of Alice's name and the random session key, encrypted with the key he shares with Bob.
He sends both messages to Alice.
EA(B,K,RA,RB),EB(A,K).
(4)Alice decrypts the first message, extracts K, and confirms that RA has the same value as it did in step (1). Alice sends Bob two messages. The first is the message received from Trent, encrypted with Bob's key. The second is RB, encrypted with the session key. EB(A,K),EK(RB) (5)Bob decrypts the message encrypted with his key, extracts K, and confirms that RB has the same value as it did in step (2).
CRITERIA
There are many criteria on which key exchange protocols can be compared. In this paper we have compared protocols on following criteria: (1) Vulnerability to attacks (2) Variants available (3) Usage of nonce (4) Mutual Authentication (5) User Anonymity. Following is the reason of choosing particular criteria.
Vulnerability
Vulnerability is one of the criteria on which session key exchange protocols are evaluated. This criterion helps in determining loop holes which can be exploited by attackers to gain control over communication session by obtaining session key. Usually vulnerability of a protocol is found out by using it in various situations and analyzing its response. Examples of vulnerabilities are reply attacks in Needham-Schroeder [4] [5], impersonation in Otway-Reese [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] etc. Analysis of vulnerability helps protocol designers in determining exact behavior that causes protocol to fail to provide secure communication between two parties. This analysis also gives insights on how to prevent these exploits in future.
Variants
Once vulnerability is found in protocol and analyzed, protocol designers address this vulnerability by introducing new technique or feature or extra bit of information that prevents attacker from applying known exploits on this protocol and making protocol secure in turn. Variants of NeedhlamSchroeder described by [11] are well known. Yahalom protocol is also a variant described by Paulson [12] . These variants are not proof from vulnerability and needs to be checked as original protocols to discover vulnerability if there are any.
Usage of nonce
A nonce is an identification of party involved in communication. Nonce can be a number or any random string. When Alice send a nonce encrypting it with public key of Trent and Trent replies with same nonce encrypted inside Alice's private key it confirms to Alice that Trent is actually trusted party and there is no impersonator involved. This is important in establishing identity when two un-trusted parties are about to communicate and want to make sure that they are communicating with each other and there is no impersonator involved. Protocols such as Needhlam-Schroeder, OtwayReese and Yahalom make use of this technique for mutually authenticating parties involved in communication.
Mutual Authentication
Mutual authentication is very important property when communicating on insecure network channels. Network such as Internet where impersonation is easily achieved mutual authentication technique is used to make sure both hosts identify each other before communication can take place. There are many techniques of mutually authenticating such as EAP-IKEv213, pseudonym identity [14] , trusted third parties and nonce. Protocols such as Needham-Schroeder and Yahalom provides mutual authentication.
User Anonymity
User anonymity refers to be able to communicate without revealing one's identity. Revealing identity on insecure networks such as Internet can be risky as it can be tracked on Internet. Sharing a session key without revealing host's identity is an important property of session key exchange protocols. According to [16] anonymity is said to be achieved when an adversary who are not in possession of secret key cannot learn the identity of signer of signature of secret key. Shoup[Sho99] defines anonymity in the context of the simulation framework for key exchange security, as opposed to the indistinguishability framework of, for example, CanettiKrawczyk [18] , which has now become more commonplace for analyzing key agreement protocols.
There are two forms of anonymity according to [GOL11] . There are protocols such as [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] which aim to provide identity hiding where identity of one party remains hidden. However identity becomes available by the end of protocol to peer. There are protocols that have been suggested by [24] , [25] that overcome this problem.
There are also protocols such as [17] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] aim to give anonymity where even peer of party does not learn its long term identity. This property is very important for practical applications such as TOR [31] .
POTOCOL COMPARISION
In this section we compare protocols on the above mentioned criteria. We check if the protocol meets criteria selected or not. We also discuss the reasons behind protocol not being able to meet criteria. We also try to provide solution where it can be improved to meet criteria.
Needham-Schroeder
This protocol was invented by Roger Needham and Michael Schroeder [1] ; it uses symmetric cryptography and trusted third party Trent.
Since this protocol uses trusted third party Trent to exchange keys unless the third party isn't compromised it is very difficult for Mallory to get session key. So this protocol is secure to be used in unsecured network environments. This protocol is vulnerable to reply attacks but variants are proposed that patches this loophole with use of timestamps. Nonce is used in this protocol for mutual authentication and to determine freshness of message.
This protocol provides mutual authentication with usage of random values which involved parties' exchange. In this protocol Alice sends random value RA to Trent to which Trent replies by encrypting RA inside EA which is secret key of Alice which only Trent knows. If the correct RA is received by Alice that determines and authenticates ID of Trent to Alice. Bob and Alice can also mutually authenticate each other. Bob sends random value RB to Alice encrypting it with K. If Alice replies with correct RB-1 value Bob can determine that Alice is genuine party. Alice can also authenticate bob when she gets reply of her earlier message EB (K, A).
User anonymity is not supported in this protocol as both Alice and Bob knows identity of each other.
In this protocol's implementation if the encryption algorithm is strong and keys are random then there is little possibility that key will be compromised. If the Mallory gets access to old K then he can launch successful attack as demonstrated by [5] .If we assume that Mallory somehow gets access to K. He can now message to Bob pretending to be Alice by sending message EB (K, A). Bob will be led to believe that Alice has initiated new conversation and will send packet K (RB) to which Mallory intercepts message and reply with K (RB-1). Now, Mallory can successfully impersonate as Alice.
According to [5] problem can be solved with use of timestamps at proper places while sending packet. According to [5] if the timestamps are used in step (2) and (3) of original algorithm then problem of reply attacks can be solved and freshness of key can be maintained. Trent replies back to Alice with message EA (RA, B, K, TA, EB (K, A) ). After this when Bob receives message EB (K, A, TB) . Now both Alice and Bob can check that their messages are not reply by comparing timestamps T.
Timestamps can be included in EA (RA, B, K, T, EB (K, A, T)) where T is time on Trent. It can be verified if the message is reply or not by TI-T < TA+TB.
Diffie-Hellman Protocol
Diffie-Hellman method of key exchange is one of the first methods of key exchange. It was proposed by Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman in 1976. It is an anonymous key agreement protocol and does not use Trent as trusted third party to exchange key. It belongs to public key cryptography family of protocols. In this method Alice and Bob uses a mathematical formula consisting of prime number and base numbers to derive a common key which is used as session key for that communication session.
Diffie-Hellman protocol does not provide mutual authentication as there is no way to guarantee identity of either party during protocol execution. However, there are variations of the protocol that are implemented in various systems which provide mutual authentication [34] [35] [36] .
DIffie-Hellman protocol provides user anonymity due to its design. Diffie-Hellman protocol is designed with a mathematical model which makes use of discreet logarithm problem. User does not need to provide any identification when discussing secret key agreement.
In Diffie-Hellman algorithm security of session key is dependent on how well Alice and Bob choose G and g. The attacker Mallory has to computer g ab . Computing g ab is very difficult provided there is no efficient algorithm to solve discreet logarithm problem.
Diffie-Hellman protocol is vulnerable man in the middle attacks. Station-To-Station protocol is variation of DiffieHellman protocol which prevents man in the middle attack [37] . STS protocol let Alice and Bob sign their message for each other. Here, mutual authentication is possible when Bob sends Alice his identification Ek (SB(x,y) ) where SB(x,y) carries authentication code of Bob. Alice can also send her identification to Bob in subsequent message Ek (SA(x,y) ) where SA(x,y) carries Alice's Identification.
Ottway -Rees Protocol
This protocol allows individuals communicating over insecure networks to exchange secure session key. Alice and Bob can achieve mutual authentication in this protocol with help of trusted third party Trent. Random numbers are used as nonce which is checked when a message is received by either Alice or Bob to verify if they are the same or not. If they are same then both trust identity of the other. When Trent replies to Bob with messages I,EA(RA,K), EB(RB,K) both Alice and Bob can view only message which is encrypted with their respective private keys if they find the same random number RA and RB respectively they can confirm identity of each other based on their trust relationship with Trent.
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User anonymity is not present in this protocol as mutual authentication requires each party to identify itself before key is exchanged.
According to [6] when Alice wants to establish connection with Bob, Mallory can exploit this situation by impersonating as Bob. Mallory can intercept initial message EA (RA, K) from Alice to Bob and sends this message back to Alice. Alice will treat this message as from Bob with session key information. [7] Shows one more attack which shows responsibility of server. In this paper Boyed and Mao shows that Trent should not only check values of I, A, B in message but also should compare values of in other message and should check them to see if they are matched with values sent in plain text. At the end of the attack Alice will think that she has shared secret key K with Bob but its Mallory who is impersonating as Bob with whom Alice shared secret key K. Boyed and Mao also points out that if Cipher Block Chaining Algorithm is used to encrypt two former messages then attacker can user One Time Pad algorithm to find out secret key from Bob by impersonating as Alice.
In their paper [9] have found out two attacks one of which is against original version and other is against modified version. The first attack against original version works under assumption that trusted host Trent is not able to tell if the message sent is different or same. In this attack Mallory intercepts the message that Bob sends to Trent. Mallory then sends the same message to Trent impersonating as Bob. According to assumption Trent is not able to differentiate between two messages now Bob and Alice both will have different secret keys Alice will have key K and Bob will have key K`.
This protocol has a modified version proposed by [38] which counters attacks by [7] . Authors of paper [9] propose attack on this modified protocol. This attack works under assumption that the trusted third party Trent allows multiple parallel connections between Alice and Bob. In this attack Mallory intercepts message that Bob is sending to Trent. Mallory then sends this message twice so that Trent will think that Bob and Alice want to have established two parallel sessions and will give two sets of messages to Bob. These two sets of messages will be again intercepted by Mallory and will be used in construction of message where Alice and Bob will get two different keys.
Yahalom
This protocol was developed by Burrows, Abadi, and Needham. This protocol also uses trusted third party Trent to exchange key. Here, Alice can authenticate identity of Bob when she gets reply from Trent which is encrypted by her own secret key and when opened, reply contains her secret no RA. Bob can also authenticate when he receives message EB (A, K), EK (RB). Bob can also authenticate identity of Alice since Bob's random number is encrypted by secret key EK which is again encrypted with Bobs secret key EB which in turn contain name of Alice A. Only Trent and Bob know about this secret key.
This protocol does not support user anonymity as during process of mutual authentication both parties ascertain each other's identity.
According to [12] session key in this protocol is secure since RB is kept secret. Other then Bob himself RB is only known by Trent and Alice. Only Alice could have formed EK (RB). This way Alice can associate K with fresh random nonce. Bob also learns that A has been active recently. According to Paulson, assumes that K is secret and so he goes on to assume that RB is also secret is faulty. In step 2 of protocol RB is sent to Trent as plain text. Paulson goes on to show that the original version of protocol can be attacked if Mallory can get an old RB. If Mallory is successful in his attempt he will easily be able to decrypt EB (A, K). Then, He will be able to easily extract secret key K from message and impersonate as Alice from step 4.
This protocol is different because here Bob first contacts trusted third party Trent. Trent then sends one and only one message to Alice [39] .
CONCLUSION
In this paper we review key exchange protocols which do not make use of timestamps during communication. We learned that it is possible to maintain freshness key even without using timestamps. We also reviewed protocols for criteria such as mutual authentication, user anonymity and security of session key.
During our review we found out that mutual authentication and user anonymity are two mutually exclusive conditions. It is not possible to achieve both of them in same implementation of a protocol. Mutual authentication is an important on insecure networks such as internet when exchanging information. But then mutual authentication also carries extra information that is used to identify hosts. So, mutual authentication carries some overhead.
User anonymity also has its pits and falls. User anonymity is useful on secure private network where each and every host trust each other. For example, a private network of cell phone service provider. Protocols providing user anonymity do not carry extra information so they are little faster as compared to protocols providing mutual authentication. On one hand where user anonymity protects privacy of users by hiding his/her identity from their peers and on other it carries no guarantee that host is genuine.
Selecting a protocol category that fits best for a mobile computer to exchange key is a trade off. The selection is dependent on the network environment in which the mobile computer will be operated. If the computer is to be operated on in largely insecure public network such as Wi-FI hot spots then it is necessary to have mutual authentication feature in protocol. However if the computer is to be used for communication over internet via mobile service operator it is suggested to make use of protocol that provides user anonymity as the communication between the mobile service provider is between two trusted parties thus removing overhead and making communication faster.
Based on analysis of existing protocols discussed in this paper, we can derive that no one protocol has features required to be operated on mobile computers. We require a protocol that makes use of less power in terms of processing and battery and can combine strength of all protocol combine.
